Research in contextEvidence before this studyThe mechanisms by which prostate adenocarcinoma (AdPC) progress to aggressive therapy-resistant neuroendocrine prostate cancer (NEPC) are complicated. Previously, RNA splicing factor SRRM4 has been demonstrated to transform AdPC to NEPC through a direct transdifferentiation process.Added value of this studyHere, we define a novel function of SRRM4 that can regulate a pluripotency network including SOX2 to induce a potential stem-like state of AdPC cells for NEPC development. This SRRM4-SOX2 axis is shown to be present in NEPC patients, patient-derived xenografts, and transgenic mouse models. Additionally, a new NEPC model, called DuNE, is established which recapitulates the phenotypes of clinical NEPC tumors with stem-like characteristics.Implications of all the available evidenceThese data, together with previous studies, demonstrate that an RNA splicing factor can drive the transformation of AdPC into NEPC tumors through either a neuroendocrine transdifferentiation pathway or pluripotency gene network. Whether a pluripotency gene network is initiated by SRRM4 likely relies on the epigenetic and genomic heterogeneity of AdPC cells. Furthermore, our new NEPC model adds to the small handful of available NEPC cell and tumor models.Alt-text: Unlabelled Box
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=============

Unlabelled TableAdPCprostate adenocarcinomaNEPCneuroendocrine prostate cancerSRRM4serine/arginine repetitive matrix 4 (also known as nSR100)SOX2sex determining region Y-box 2CRPCcastration-resistant prostate cancerARandrogen receptorCRPC-Adcastration-resistant prostate adenocarcinomat-NEPCtreatment-induced neuroendocrine prostate cancerTP53tumor protein p53RB1retinoblastoma transcriptional corepressor 1PTENphosphatase and tensin homologNEneuroendocrineSCstem cellRESTRE1 silencing transcription factorEZH2enhancer of zeste 2 polycomb repressive complex 2LnNESRRM4-transduced LNCaP cell-derived neuroendocrine prostate cancer modelPSAprostate-specific antigenVPCVancouver Prostate CentreRISHRNA in situ hybridizationIHCimmunohistochemistryE-CadE-cadherinSYPsynaptophysinBrdUbromodeoxyuridineDocedocetaxelCPTcamptothecinGSEAgene set enrichment analysisPDXpatient-derived xenograftGEMMgenetically engineered mouse modelGEOgene expression omnibusWTwild-typeSKOsingle knock-outDKOdouble knock-outTKOtriple knock-outLEluminal epithelialc-PARPcleaved poly(ADP-ribose) polymeraseGOgene ontologyDuNESRRM4-transduced DU145 cell-derived neuroendocrine prostate cancer model

1. Introduction {#s0025}
===============

Tumor cell plasticity and heterogeneity create many challenges for prostate cancer disease management. To counteract anti-androgen therapies and become castration-resistant prostate cancers (CRPC), prostate adenocarcinoma (AdPC) cells can either enhance androgen receptor (AR) signaling in the presence of castration levels of androgens, progress into castration-resistant AdPC (CRPC-Ad) tumors or, alternatively, become AR-indifferent or AR-negative and progress into treatment-induced neuroendocrine prostate cancers (t-NEPC) \[[@bb0005], [@bb0010], [@bb0015]\]. While the molecular mechanisms by which AdPC cells transform into t-NEPC remain elusive, recent studies have shown that the combination of AR-inhibition with genomic inactivation of *TP53, RB1, and PTEN* confers AdPC cells lineage plasticity to gain basal, mesenchymal, or neuroendocrine (NE) phenotypes and subsequently the development of t-NEPC tumors \[[@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035]\]. These studies demonstrate that this transition from AdPC to t-NEPC can be through an intermediate pluripotent stem cell (SC)-like state. During this state, there are elevated expressions of a network of pluripotency genes including the SOX family members such as SOX2 and SOX11 which are well known for their roles in early embryogenesis, embryonic SC pluripotency, and neurogenesis \[[@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0040]\]. Given the genomic heterogeneity of prostate tumor cells, these findings highlight that AdPC cells containing certain genomic features may be prone to undergo this lineage switching to develop into t-NEPC via a pluripotency gene network.

However, whole-exome sequencing has revealed that patient t-NEPC and AdPC tumors have similar gene mutation landscapes \[[@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0045], [@bb0050]\]. In vitro*,* AdPC cell models were shown to undergo an AdPC-to-NE cell lineage switch through a transdifferentiation mechanism to initiate t-NEPC development. This NE transdifferentiation process is shown to be mediated by dysregulations of master transcriptional repressor of neuronal genes, REST \[[@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065]\], epigenetic modulators, such as EZH2 \[[@bb0045], [@bb0070], [@bb0075]\], and microenvironment factors (e.g. cAMP, IL-6, and hypoxia) \[[@bb0060], [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]\]. These results emphasize that multiple non-genomic factors also play important roles during t-NEPC establishment.

In fact, we have recently shown that RNA splicing mechanisms, mediated by the RNA splicing factor SRRM4, drive this NE transdifferentiation of AdPC cells to t-NEPC. The upregulation of SRRM4 is associated with t-NEPC and predominately establishes a NEPC-unique RNA splicing program distinctive from AdPC tumors \[[@bb0015], [@bb0065], [@bb0100], [@bb0105]\]. SRRM4 can transform LNCaP AdPC cells, which express functional TP53 and RB1, into NEPC xenografts under androgen-deprived conditions \[[@bb0105]\]. These SRRM4-transduced LNCaP cells also exhibit global transcriptome and RNA splicing signatures similar to that of t-NEPC tumors in patients. Subcutaneously inoculating these cells into castrated nude mice and serially passaging the tumors for five generations over 18 months, we have reported the establishment of a series of t-NEPC models, called LnNE \[[@bb0100]\]. LnNE tumors express strong NE markers and present a NEPC morphology. Tumors at later passages grow more aggressively and become androgen-insensitive and PSA-negative. These features mimic AdPC progression to t-NEPC in patients. Further dissection of SRRM4-mediated signaling has revealed that SRRM4 can not only compromise the functions of REST and FOXA1 to promote NE transdifferentiation \[[@bb0015], [@bb0065], [@bb0105], [@bb0110], [@bb0115]\], but also regulate RNA splicing of other genes such as *MEAF6* and *Bif-1* to accelerate cell proliferation and tumorigenesis \[[@bb0120], [@bb0125]\]. Altogether, these findings indicate that SRRM4 is a driver of t-NEPC through the NE transdifferentiation mechanism.

SRRM4 is a master regulator of neural-specific exon networks that are required for the differentiation of embryonic SC and neural progenitor cells during embryonic development \[[@bb0015], [@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140]\]. It exerts its actions by promoting the inclusion of neural-specific exons into the coding regions of target genes, therefore generating alterative protein isoforms necessary for remodeling protein-protein interactions networks and signaling pathways that are essential for neurogenesis and neuronal maturation and function \[[@bb0015], [@bb0145]\]. The developmental roles of SRRM4 in the differentiation of stem/neural progenitor cells leads us to hypothesize that SRRM4 may also regulate a pluripotency gene network in AdPC cells with specific genetic and epigenetic backgrounds during t-NEPC progression.

In this study, we report that SRRM4 induces a global NEPC-specific RNA splicing signature in a panel of prostate and prostate cancer cell models. However, SRRM4 induces heterogeneous transcriptomes and phenotypes among these cell models tested. The SRRM4-transduced DU145 cells are unique in which a pluripotency gene network including SOX2 is activated. This discovery characterizes another SRRM4-driven mechanism underlying lineage plasticity distinct from the LnNE model. This model, so called the DuNE model, recapitulates the molecular signatures of a subset of patient t-NEPC tumors expressing stem-like molecular features, emphasizing its clinical relevance and application in investigating the complex molecular mechanisms of t-NEPC development.

2. Materials and methods {#s0030}
========================

2.1. Cell lines and cell culture {#s0035}
--------------------------------

293 T, LNCaP, 22Rv1, PC-3, and DU145 cell lines have previously been described \[[@bb0120], [@bb0125]\]. WPMY-1 were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA). RWPE-1 cells were generously provided by Dr. Michael Cox from the Vancouver Prostate Centre (VPC; BC, Canada). The BPH-1 and hTERT-Myo cell lines were provided by Dr. Simon Hayward (Vanderbilt University, TN, USA) and Dr. Jennifer Condon (Wayne State University, MI, USA), respectively. hTERT-Myo cells were cultured in Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium/High Glucose (DMEM; Hyclone; Logan, UT, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco Life Technologies; Waltham, MA, USA), whereas BPH-1 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Hyclone) with 10% FBS. Under experimental conditions, LNCaP cells were cultured in 5% charcoal stripped serum (Hyclone) and phenol-free RPMI-1640 medium (Hyclone). WPMY-1 cells were maintained in DMEM medium containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Hyclone). RWPE-1 cells were grown in Keratinocyte-SFM (1×) media with human recombinant epidermal growth factor 1--53 and bovine pituitary extract supplements (Gibco Life Technologies). Cells were all incubated in 5% CO~2~ at 37 °C. All cell lines used were tested negative for mycoplasma contamination and authenticated by short tandem repeat assays.

2.2. Construction of cell models by lentiviral approaches {#s0040}
---------------------------------------------------------

Lentiviral expression vectors (pFUGWBW) encoding Flag-SRRM4 and empty control vector were used as previously created and published \[[@bb0105]\]. Vectors were used to package lentivirus in 293 T cells and transduce target cells (i.e. LNCaP, 22Rv1, PC-3, DU145, WPMY-1, RWPE-1, BPH-1, hTERT-Myo) as previously described \[[@bb0105], [@bb0120], [@bb0125], [@bb0150], [@bb0155]\]. Transduced cells were selected by blasticidin (Gibco Life Technologies). Expression of SRRM4 was confirmed by real-time qPCR and immunoblotting assays (Fig. S1).

2.3. Real-time qPCR and immunoblotting assays {#s0045}
---------------------------------------------

Real-time qPCR and immunoblotting assays were performed as previously described \[[@bb0105], [@bb0120], [@bb0125], [@bb0150], [@bb0155]\]. Real-time qPCR assays were carried out using three technical replicates and three independent biological replicates, and all immunoblotting assays were repeated in three independent experiments with one representative blot shown. Heatmaps were constructed based on the results of the qPCR. Primer information is listed in Supplementary Table 1. Antibody information is listed in Supplementary Table 2.

2.4. Human prostate cancer xenografts, RISH, and IHC assays {#s0050}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To construct xenografts, 1 × 10^6^ cells of the established DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cell models overexpressing SRRM4 or empty vector were implanted subcutaneously in bilateral flanks of 6--8-week old male NOD-SCID mice. All mice were surgically castrated prior to tumor implantation. All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines and regulations of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of British Columbia. Tumors were harvested when they reached experimental endpoints (tumor volume of 1500 mm^3^), fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde, paraffin embedded, and cut for RNA in situ hybridization (RISH) to use an anti-sense probe to detect against SRRM4 (NM_194286.3; targeting 496-835 bp) or cut for immunohistochemistry (IHC) to stain against E-Cad (E-cadherin), pan-cytokeratin, synaptophysin (SYP), or Ki-67 (antibody information listed in Supplementary Table 2). RISH probes were designed by Advanced Cell Diagnostic (Hayward, CA, USA) and assays were performed using their BaseScope™ assay kit following manufacture\'s instruction. Scoring method and validation of the sensitivity and specificity of the probe has previously been described \[[@bb0120]\]. Positive RISH signals were presented as red dots under 10× and 40× magnifications. IHC was performed as previously described \[[@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0120], [@bb0155], [@bb0160]\]. NCI-H660 xenografts as well as patient NEPC tumors were previously established and characterized \[[@bb0120]\]. IHC against SOX2 was performed using these tissue samples (antibody information listed in Supplementary Table 2).

2.5. Digital image analysis and Ki-67 scoring {#s0055}
---------------------------------------------

All stained slides were digitalized with the SL801 autoloader and Leica SCN400 scanning system (Leica Microsystems; Concord, Ontario, Canada) at a magnification equivalent to 40× (scale bar, 100 μm). The images were subsequently stored in the SlidePath digital imaging hub (Leica Microsystems) of the VPC. Using the Aperio Image Analysis IHC menu (Leica Biosystems), we selected five areas of interest within the same core, defined the parameter, optimized the level of intensity and selected positive pixel Count Algorithm for Ki-67.

2.6. Cell morphology, proliferation, colony formation, and apoptosis assay {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The morphology of the cells were imaged by Zeiss light microscope at 32× magnification or were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, treated in 0.25% Triton X-100 for 15 mins, incubated with F-actin conjugated to Phalloidin-iFluor 488 (Abcam; Cambridge, UK), and mounted with DAPI staining mount (Vector Labs; Burlingame, CA, USA). Cells were then imaged by confocal microscopy at 63× magnification. To calculate the length of the cell bodies, 50 cells were randomly selected, and the length was quantified by the Image J program. Cell proliferation assay methods were previously described \[[@bb0105], [@bb0125]\] where 2D-proliferation rates were measured every other day for 5 days post-seeding and 3D-proliferation rates measured 24-h post bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) treatment. Colony formation assay techniques have been previously defined \[[@bb0125]\] where cells were stained with crystal violet after 10 days, and colony sizes of \>100 μm were counted. Apoptosis assays have been previously detailed \[[@bb0120]\] where cells were treated with either docetaxel (Doce), camptothecin (CPT), UV irradiation, or vehicle (100% ethanol) for 48-h. Three independent biological replicates were performed for all the assays.

2.7. AmpliSeq Transcriptome Sequencing and GSEA {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------------

Transcriptome analyses were previously described \[[@bb0055]\]. Briefly, DU145(Ctrl) and DU145(SRRM4) cell models, were extracted using the mirVana RNA Isolation Kit (Ambion; Burlington, ON, Canada) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol and sent for AmpliSeq Transcriptome Sequencing. Three replicates were performed for each cell line. Library preparation, sequencing, and primary analyses were performed by the UBC-DMCBH Next Generation Sequencing Centre following the protocol described \[[@bb0165]\]. Transcriptome data is accessible under the accession number GSE118104 in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (<http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp>) was carried out to determine whether a defined set of genes showed concordant enrichment between two samples groups (e.g. SRRM4 vs Ctrl) or two clinical phenotypes (e.g. t-NEPC with high vs low *SOX2* expression). The analyses were performed using the latest MSigDB database for each gene set collection or using gene sets curated based on published data. All GSEA analyses in this study used whole transcriptomic data with a *p*-value cut-off as 0.01. Heatmaps were constructed based on the results of the AmpliSeq data.

2.8. DNA and siRNA transfections {#s0070}
--------------------------------

Cells were transfected with ON-TARGETplus SMARTpool (Dharmacon; Lafayette, CO, USA) siRNA targeting SRRM4 (catalogue \#J-058651-10) or SOX2 (catalogue \#L-011778-00-0005), or with non-targeting negative control siRNA using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen; Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) according to manufacturer\'s protocol. Lipofectamine 3000 was also used for SRRM4-expression plasmid (under a pCMV2 promoter) and empty control vector transfections. Plasmids and transfection protocols have previously been described \[[@bb0105], [@bb0120], [@bb0125]\].

2.9. Clinical, PDX, and GEMM datasets {#s0075}
-------------------------------------

Clinical cohorts used in this study includes the following: RNA-seq data for the Beltran et al. 2016 cohort (CRPC-Ad, *n* = 34; t-NEPC, *n* = 15) was from Weill Medical College of Cornell University \[[@bb0045]\]; RNA-seq data for the Robinson et al. 2015 cohort (CRPC, *n* = 118) \[[@bb0170]\] and microarray and clinical data for the Grasso et al. 2012 cohort (CRPC, *n* = 31) \[[@bb0175]\] were accessed through cBioPortal \[[@bb0180], [@bb0185]\]; microarray data for both the Varambally et al. 2005 (CRPC, *n* = 6) \[[@bb0190]\] and Kumar et al. 2016 cohorts (CRPC, *n* = 169) \[[@bb0195]\] were accessed from the GEO database, [GSE3325](ncbi-geo:GSE3325){#ir0010} and [GSE77930](ncbi-geo:GSE77930){#ir0015}, respectively. Microarray data from the LTL331-331R castration time-series patient-derived xenografts (PDXs) were accessed by GSE59986 \[[@bb0200]\]. Sequencing data for the genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) including the Ku et al. 2017 (WT, wild-type, SKO, single knock-out, DKO, double knock-out, TKO, triple knock-out) \[[@bb0020]\] and Zou et al. 2017 (NPp53) cohorts \[[@bb0035]\] were accessed from GSE90891 and GSE92721, respectively.

2.10. Statistics {#s0180}
----------------

All results are expressed as the mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism (version 6). One-way ANOVA or Student *t*-tests were carried out to determine differences between groups. Correlation between two expression groups were measured by Pearson\'s *r* correlation coefficient, and overall survival was measured by Kaplan-Meier. The level of significance was set at *p* \<0.05, *p* \<0.01, *p* \<0.001 denoted as \*, \*\*, and \*\*\*, respectively.

3. Results {#s0080}
==========

3.1. SRRM4 induces heterogeneous t-NEPC transcriptomes in multiple cell models {#s0085}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because of the genomic and epigenomic heterogeneous nature of prostate tumor cells, we applied lentivirus encoding SRRM4 to transduce multiple cell lines with no endogenous SRRM4 protein expression previously reported by Li et al., (2017) \[[@bb0105]\] including prostate cancer lines (LNCaP, PC-3, DU145, 22Rv1), benign prostate epithelial lines (BPH-1 and RWPE-1), prostate stromal line (WPMY-1), and uterine smooth muscle line (hTERT-Myo) (Fig. S1a). SRRM4 induced a previously reported NEPC-unique RNA splicing signature \[[@bb0105]\] in all of the eight cell models ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a), suggesting that SRRM4 is functionally active as a RNA splicing factor in these cells. Furthermore, SRRM4 induced an overall increase of multiple NE markers including *ASCL1*, *CHD2*, *SCG3*, *SYP*, and *SYT4* and decrease of luminal epithelial (LE) markers including *CDH1* (E-cad), *KRT8*, and *Nkx3*.1 ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b). However, the extent of the changes in NE and LE marker expression varied as shown by real-time qPCR and immunoblotting assays ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b-c). These results indicate that although SRRM4 can activate a global NEPC-specific RNA splicing program, the subsequent induction of a NEPC-unique transcriptome is heterogeneous, which may be explained by the different genetic and epigenetic backgrounds of these cell models as previously reported \[[@bb0205], [@bb0210], [@bb0215]\].Fig. 1SRRM4 induces heterogeneous t-NEPC transcriptomes in multiple cell models. Total RNA was extracted from the AdPC (LNCaP, PC-3, DU145, 22Rv1), benign prostate epithelial (BPH-1 and RWPE-1), prostate stromal (WPMY-1) and uterine smooth muscle (hTERT-Myo) generated stable cell lines overexpressing SRRM4 or empty vector control. Real-time qPCR was then performed to measure (a) the RNA splicing activity of SRRM4 in promoting the expression of neural-specific variants and decreasing expression levels of the respective constitutive variants and (b) the expression of LE and NE markers in SRRM4-overexpressing cells compared to that of the control cells. All heat maps represent the relative fold change in log10. (c) Protein lysates from all stable cell models were used to measure E-Cad, SYP, and vinculin protein levels by immunoblotting assays. Three independent biological replicates were performed for each experiment. AdPC, prostate adenocarcinoma; LE, luminal epithelial; NE, neuroendocrine; SYP, synaptophysin; E-Cad, E-cadherin.Fig. 1

3.2. Multifarious histological features of SRRM4-transduced prostate cancer xenografts {#s0090}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SRRM4 was incapable of inducing tumorigenesis of RWPE-1 cells that were inoculated into nude mice, indicating that SRRM4 is not essential for the oncogenesis of normal prostate cells---at least not within the 14-week duration of our experiment. However, SRRM4-transduced AdPC cell-derived xenografts presented differential phenotypes ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). While all tumors were confirmed to express exogenous *SRRM4* using RISH assays (Fig. S1b), since no commercially available antibodies effectively recognize SRRM4 via IHC, E-cad was reduced in the SRRM4-transduced DU145 and PC-3 tumors, but not the 22Rv1 and LNCaP tumors ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Pan-cytokeratin levels were only robustly reduced in the SRRM4-transduced DU145, or DU145(SRRM4), tumors. In contrast, all xenografts strongly expressed the NE marker, SYP. The most striking difference that separated the DU145(SRRM4) tumors from the others was that the tumor cells grew in high density within the tumor mass with minimal stromal components ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b). All DU145(SRRM4) tumor cells were strongly Ki-67 positive. The Ki-67 index in DU145(SRRM4) tumors were 3-fold higher than that of all other xenografts ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c). This phenomenon is highly similar to NCI-H660 tumors, a known NEPC model. These findings suggest that SRRM4 confers DU145 cells strong anti-apoptotic and proliferative properties even under a hypoxic microenvironment with minimal stroma support and limited nutritional supply.Fig. 2Multifarious histological features of SRRM4-transduced prostate cancer xenografts. DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 stable cell lines overexpressing SRRM4 or its respective control cells were inoculated in bilateral flanks subcutaneously in 6--8-week-old nude mice (*n* = 3 mice per cell line). Mice were euthanized when tumor burdens reached experimental endpoint (volume of 1500 mm^3^) and the tumors were harvested, fixed, paraffin embedded, and cut for IHC detection against (a) E-cad, pan-cytokeratin, SYP, and (b-c) Ki-67. (c) Previously processed NCI-H660 xenografts were also cut for IHC detection against Ki-67. Ki-67 was quantified by using the Aperio Image Analysis IHC menu (Leica Biosystems) and the results are represented on the dot plot. Results are presented as the mean ± SD (One-way ANOVA; *n* = 5; \*\*\*denotes *p \<*0.001). Scale bars represent 100 μm. IHC, immunohistochemistry; E-Cad, E-cadherin; SYP, synaptophysin.Fig. 2

3.3. Differential cellular impacts of prostate cancer cell models by SRRM4 {#s0095}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The cellular impacts of SRRM4 on multiple cell models were also studied. In contrast to PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cells, only DU145(SRRM4) cells showed dramatic morphological changes ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). When cultured under 2D-conditions, a reduction of the cytoplasmic to nuclear ratio and 5-fold reduction in size of the cell bodies were observed in the DU145(SRRM4) cells compared to that of its respective control, DU145(Ctrl), cells. Dendritic projections similar to that of neuronal cells were also observed, exemplified by F-actin staining. Consistent with the high Ki-67 index of DU145(SRRM4) xenografts, SRRM4 stimulated proliferation of DU145 cells, but not the other cell models under 2D-conditions ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b). For the reason that only the DU145(SRRM4) cell and xenograft models (designated as the DuNE models) have thus far shown unique characteristics of t-NEPC, we performed further functional assays on the DuNE cell model. DuNE cells formed spheroids on matrigel and showed stronger cell proliferation measured by BrdU incorporation assays when compared to that of the DU145(Ctrl) cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c). Furthermore, they formed 3-times the number of colonies on soft agar compared to the DU145(Ctrl) cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}d). When challenged with apoptosis inducers including UV irradiation or chemotherapy reagents Doce and CPT, the DuNE cells showed stronger anti-apoptotic properties than that of their control cells, evidenced by the levels of cleaved PARP (c-PARP) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}e). These results indicate that the DuNE cell model presents cellular phenotypes similar to that of t-NEPC tumor cells.Fig. 3Differential cellular impacts of prostate cancer cell models by SRRM4. (a) The morphology of cells was imaged by Zeiss light microscope, where the scale bars represent 20 μm. Additionally, the DU145(SRRM4), or DuNE, cells and its control cells, DU145(Ctrl), were fixed for IF against F-actin using anti-F-actin antibody conjugated to Phalloidin-iFluor 488 and mounted with DAPI staining mount. Cells were then imaged by confocal microscopy, where the scale bar represents 10 μm. 50 cells were randomly selected to measure the average cell body length in μm in the Image J program and presented on the bar graph. (b) Cells were seeded in a 96-well plate for MTS assays to determine cell viability over a 5-day time course. The DuNE cells and its respective control cells, were seeded in (c) matrigel for 3D BrdU proliferation assays, (d) soft agar for 10-day-long colony formation assays (where colonies \>100 μm were counted), or (e) 10cm^2^ dish and treated the next day with Doce (20 nM), CPT (60 nM), vehicle (100% ethanol), or 10 mJ/cm^2^ of UV irradiation for 48 h. The protein lysates were then used to measure c-PARP and vinculin protein levels by immunoblotting assays. Three independent biological replicates were performed for each experiment. All results are presented as the mean ± SD (Student *t*-test; *n* = 3; \*\*\*denotes *p \<*0.001). IF, immunofluorescence; UV, ultra violet; CPT, camptothecin; Doce, docetaxel; c-PARP, cleaved PARP; OD, optical density.Fig. 3

3.4. DuNE cells possess a pluripotency gene network distinct from the LnNE model {#s0100}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To decipher signaling networks unique to DuNE, we performed Ion AmpliSeq Transcriptome analyses. There was a total of 3339 genes that were differentially upregulated and 2694 genes that were downregulated in the DuNE cells when compared to the DU145(Ctrl) cells. GSEA revealed that the DuNE transcriptome was significantly enriched with gene sets related to lineage plasticity, cell survival, neuron differentiation, and neuronal-specific cell morphogenesis ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a). For example, SRRM4-target genes were enriched with gene ontology (GO) terms of stem cell differentiation, neuron differentiation, and cell morphogenesis in neuron differentiation, but were negatively associated with the hallmark apoptosis gene set. These findings indicate that SRRM4 can re-program the AdPC phenotype of DU145 cells towards a neuronal phenotype by activating a pluripotency gene network.Fig. 4DuNE cells possess a pluripotency gene network distinct from the LnNE model. (a) Transcriptome data of the DuNE, or DU145(SRRM4), cell model and its respective control, DU145(Ctrl) (*p*-value cut-off as 0.01) were analyzed by GSEA based on the latest MSigDB database for each collection. GSEA revealed the enrichment of genes associated with lineage plasticity, cell survival, neural fate, and cell morphology in the DuNE cells. (b) DEGs (*p*-value cut-off as 0.01) caused by SRRM4 transduction were compared between the DuNE (*n* = 6063) and LnNE (*n* = 5925) cell models. GSEA show more enrichment of the lineage plasticity and cell survival-associated genes in distinct DEGs (*n* = 3883) mediated by SRRM4 in the DuNE model. (c) Thirteen SC- or pluripotency-related genes were selected from the leading-edge groups associated with the DuNE phenotype in the GSEA gene sets under the 'lineage plasticity' subgroup from subfigure 4A. The mRNA expression of these genes in the SRRM4-overexpressing DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cell models were compared to that of their respective control cells via real-time qPCR. Heat maps represent the relative fold change in log10. GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; DEGs, differential expression genes; GO, gene ontology; NES, normalized enrichment score; FDR, false discovery rate; CSS, charcoal-stripped serum; SC, stem cell.Fig. 4

Further analyses were performed to compare the transcriptomes of the DuNE and LnNE cell models ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b). GSEA revealed that the 3883 genes unique to the DuNE cell model were uniquely enriched with gene sets related to SC differentiation, neuronal SC population maintenance, anti-apoptosis, and neural precursor cell proliferation. Furthermore, we extracted the leading-edge subsets of genes associated with DuNE phenotype from the three GSEA gene sets under the "lineage plasticity" group from [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A (Fig. S2). Of the 59 stem differentiation and SC-related genes, we validated the mRNA expressions of 13 genes including *SOX2* in the SRRM4-transduced DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cell models by real-time qPCR ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c). These results demonstrate that SRRM4 regulates different transcriptomes to promote the transformation of DU145 and LNCaP AdPC cells into t-NEPC xenografts, and that SRRM4 regulates a pluripotency gene network in the DuNE model.

3.5. SRRM4 enhances *SOX2* expression in the DuNE cell model and in some GEMMs and PDX models {#s0105}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SOX2 was selected to further delineate the SRRM4-regulated pluripotency gene network as SOX2 was recently demonstrated to promote the lineage plasticity of AdPC cells during progression to t-NEPC \[[@bb0025]\]. SOX2 protein expression was only detected in the DuNE cells ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}a). We showed that the upregulation of *SOX2* by SRRM4 was in both time- and dose-dependent manners when SRRM4-expressing plasmids were transiently transfected into DU145 cells ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}b). Moreover, *SOX2* was downregulated when in DuNE cells were challenged with SRRM4-targeted siRNA ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}c), and *SOX2* depletion resulted in the reduction of several pluripotency gene expressions and NE markers and induction of LE markers ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}d). The LTL331/331R PDXs that model the progression of AdPC to t-NEPC after castration surgery also showed positive correlations of *SRRM4* with *SOX2* and *SYP*, but negative correlations with *AR* expression ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}e). Furthermore, analyses of the recently reported WT/SKO/DKO/TKO GEMMs by Ku et al. (2017) \[[@bb0020]\] revealed that *SOX2* was strongly and positively correlated with *SRRM4* ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}f)*,* and negatively associated with *AR* (Fig. S3a). This negative association of *SOX2* with *AR* was also observed in four clinical CRPC patient cohorts (Fig. S3b). However, SRRM4 does not induce *SOX2* expression in the NPp53 GEMMs by Zou et al. (2017) \[[@bb0035]\] ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}g), as well as the SRRM4-transduced PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cell models, suggesting that the activation of the SRRM4-SOX2 axis does not apply to all prostate cancer models exhibiting t-NEPC features. Together our findings support that SOX2 is a major component of the pluripotency network regulated by SRRM4 in a subset of t-NEPC tumors.Fig. 5SRRM4 enhances SOX2 expression in the DuNE cell model and in some GEMMs and PDX models. (a) Protein lysates from the SRRM4-overexpressing DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 cell models and their respective controls were used to measure SOX2 and vinculin protein levels by immunoblotting assays. (b) For the time-dependent studies, DU145 cells were transiently transfected with 4 μg of SRRM4 or control plasmids, and total RNA was extracted at times 0, 24, and 48 h. For the dose-dependent studies, DU145 cells were transiently transfected with 0, 2, and 4 μg of SRRM4 or control plasmids, and total RNA was extracted after 24 h. *SOX2* expression was detected by real-time qPCR. (c-d) DuNE, or DU145(SRRM4), cells were transiently transfected with siRNA targeting *SRRM4* (c), or *SOX2* (d) and extracted for RNA following transfection to detect expression levels of indicated genes. All results are presented as the mean ± SD (Student t-test; n = 3; \* denotes *p \<*0.05, \*\**p* \<0.01, and \*\*\**p* \<0.001). (e) The expressions of *SRRM4*, *SOX2*, *AR*, and *SYP* during the progression of AdPC (LTL331) to t-NEPC (LTL331R_NE) after castration in the PDX LTL331/331R model are shown. (c) *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions in WT/SKO/DKO/TKO GEMMs (Ku et al., 2017) are shown as well as the Pearson\'s *r* correlation coefficient between *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions. All results are presented as the mean ± SD (Student *t*-test; WT/SKO, *n* = 8; TKO/DKO, *n* = 19; \*\*\* denotes p \<0.001). (g) *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions in different phenotypic subcategories of the NPp53 GEMMs (Zou et al., 2017) are shown as well as the Pearson\'s *r* correlation coefficient between *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions. All results are presented as the mean ± SD (One-way ANOVA; AdPC, n = 8; Focal NE, n = 3; Overt NE, *n* = 2; \*\*\* denotes p \<0.001, and "ns" denotes not significant). GEMMs, genetically engineered mouse models; AdPC, prostate adenocarcinoma; WT, wild-type; SKO, single knock-out; DKO, double knock-out; TKO, triple knock-out; NE, neuroendocrine. PDX, patient-derived xenograft; AdPC-to-t-NEPC, prostate adenocarcinoma to treatment-induced neuroendocrine prostate cancer; d, day; wk., week; Cx, castration; NE, neuroendocrine.Fig. 5

3.6. The DuNE model represents a subset of clinical t-NEPC tumors with high *SOX2* expression {#s0110}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To define the clinical relevance of SOX2, we found that high *SOX2* expression was correlated with poor prognosis in patients after receiving hormone therapies in the Grasso et al. (2012) \[[@bb0175]\] CRPC cohort ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}a). When exploring the RNA-seq data of four patient cohorts reported by Beltran et al. (2016) \[[@bb0045]\], Robinson et al. (2015) \[[@bb0170]\], Kumar et al. (2016) \[[@bb0195]\], and Varambally et al. (2016) \[[@bb0190]\], we observed an overall positive association of *SOX2* with *SRRM4* expression (Fig. S4). However, we found markedly distinct expressions of *SOX2* within the t-NEPC tumors from the Beltran et al. (2016) \[[@bb0045]\] cohort, the largest t-NEPC cohort containing pathological evaluation of each sample. There were 5 t-NEPC tumors with low *SOX2* expression, t-NEPC(SOX2^low^), similar to that of CRPC-Ad tumors, while the remaining 10 t-NEPC tumors expressed a \~17.5-fold (log2) increase of *SOX2* levels, t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}b). These findings demonstrate that different subgroups of t-NEPC tumors exist, where a division of two subgroups is evident based a robust difference in *SOX2* expression levels.Fig. 6The DuNE model represents a subset of clinical t-NEPC tumors with high SOX2 expression. (a) Overall survival Kaplan-Meier between low and high expression of *SOX2* in CRPC tumors from the Grasso et al. (2012) cohort. (b) *SOX2* expression was compared among CRPC tumor samples from the Beltran et al. (2016) cohort and separated into three groups, CRPC-Ad (*n* = 34), t-NEPC expressing low level of *SOX2*, t-NEPC(SOX2^low^) (n = 5), and t-NEPC expressing high level of *SOX2*, t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) (*n* = 10). Results are presented as the mean ± SD (One-way ANOVA; \*\*\* denotes *p* \<0.001, and "ns" denotes not significant). Expressions of *SOX2* and *SRRM4* in each patient sample (patient ID: "WCMC-") are indicated as high, red, or low, blue, where the median value of the SRRM4 datasets define the cut-off. (c) GSEA revealed enrichment of the DU145(SRRM4), or DuNE, model with that of the differentially expressed top 500 genes in the 1) t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) tumors when compared with CRPC-Ad or 2) t-NEPC(SOX2^low^) and in the 3) t-NEPC(SOX2^low^) tumors compared with CRPC-Ad. (d) GSEA revealed the enrichment of the t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) tumors with well-defined gene sets named "Wong Embryonic stem cell core," "Sarrio EMT up," and "Benporath Proliferation," where the leading-edge genes presented a consistent expression pattern in the DuNE cell model. (e) Six t-NEPC patient tumors were used to measure SRRM4 and SOX2 expression by applying RISH and IHC assays, respectively. Due to limited space, two SOX2-positive and two SOX2-negative tumor cores are shown. Scale bars represent 100 μm. CRPC-Ad, castration-resistant prostate adenocarcinoma; t-NEPC, treatment-induced neuroendocrine prostate cancer; GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; NES, normalized enrichment score; FDR, false discovery rate; EMT, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition; RISH, RNA in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; SYP, synaptophysin.Fig. 6

To determine the clinical relevance of the DuNE model to the t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) subgroup, we applied GSEA to compare DuNE transcriptome to that of: 1) the top 500 differentially expressed genes between t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) and CRPC-Ad, 2) the top 500 differentially expressed genes between t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) and t-NEPC(SOX2^low^), and 3) the top 500 genes differentially expressed between t-NEPC(SOX2^low^) and CRPC-Ad ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}c). We observed strong enrichment of the DuNE transcriptome with that of the t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) subgroup. Moreover, GSEA revealed that the t-NEPC(SOX2^high^) subgroup was enriched with gene sets associated with pluripotency and proliferation, where the leading-edge genes presented a consistent expression pattern in the DuNE cell model ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}d). Furthermore, this SRRM4-SOX2 axis was also seen in t-NEPC patients that have been previously characterized \[[@bb0120]\] ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e). In the six t-NEPC patient tumors, all were *SRRM4* positive but only four were SOX2 positive. Collectively, these findings recognize two distinct subgroups of t-NEPC tumors classified by SOX2 expression. Although both subgroups have relatively high levels of *SRRM4*, our results support that SRRM4 may drive t-NEPC development through different mechanisms ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). The DuNE model represents a clinically relevant model to study SRRM4-SOX2 axis during t-NEPC progression.Fig. 7Proposed models for SRRM4 in driving t-NEPC development through different mechanisms. A schematic diagram illustrates two mechanisms of SRRM4 in driving the development of t-NEPC tumors. AdPC, prostate adenocarcinoma; t-NEPC, treatment-induced neuroendocrine prostate cancer; ARPI, androgen receptor pathway inhibitors; NE, neuroendocrine; LE, luminal epithelial.Fig. 7

4. Discussion {#s0115}
=============

This study identifies a novel mechanism by which SRRM4 transforms AdPC cells into t-NEPC xenografts through a pluripotency gene network containing SOX2. Importantly, this newly discovered SRRM4-SOX2 signaling axis can be stratified from a subgroup of t-NEPC in patients, emphasizing its clinical significance. Additionally, we have established a new NEPC cell and xenograft model (DuNE), which recapitulates the phenotypes of clinical t-NEPC tumors expressing stem-like characteristics. Together with our previously reported LnNE model, we propose that SRRM4 can drive the transformation of AdPC into t-NEPC tumors through either a NE transdifferentiation pathway or a pluripotency gene network. Whether a pluripotency gene network is initiated by SRRM4 likely relies on the epigenetic and genomic heterogeneity of AdPC cells. These studies highlight the complexity of SRRM4 signaling in driving tumor progression to t-NEPC to develop therapy resistance.

Heterogeneous genomic features of cancer cells within an AdPC tumor may contribute to the activation of the SRRM4-SOX2 signaling pathway in the progression of t-NEPC. Upregulation of *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions only occurs in the *Pten*/*Rb1* DKO and *Pten*/*Rb1*/*Trp53* TKO GEMMs \[[@bb0020]\], but not in the WT and *Pten* SKO GEMMs ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}f), suggesting that Rb1-inactivation is necessary for the activation of the SRRM4-SOX2 signaling to confer the lineage plasticity of LE cells to a NE cell lineage. While the *Pten*/*Trp53* DKO NPp53 GEMMs show either focal or overt NE differentiation \[[@bb0035]\], the upregulation of *SRRM4* does not concur with *SOX2* stimulation ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}g), indicating that the Trp53-inactivation is not sufficient in activating the SRRM4-SOX2 signaling axis. However, a recent study has shown that an increase in *SOX2* expression was observed in PTEN-deficient LNCaP cells with TP53- and RB1-inactivations, while SRRM4 remained negative in these cells \[[@bb0025]\]. Although DU145 cells are also TP53- and RB1-deficient cells, RB1 silencing to SRRM4-transduced TP53-null PC-3 cells do not show similar phenotypes to the DuNE model (data not shown). Collectively, these findings demonstrate that the activation of the SRRM4-SOX2 signaling axis cannot be solely explained by loss-of-function of PTEN, TP53 and RB1. This suggests that other complex mechanisms in addition to the abovementioned genomic factors also contribute to the t-NEPC progression driven by a SRRM4-mediated pluripotency gene network.

Epigenetic mechanisms may be responsible for SRRM4 and SOX2 activation. CBX8 and EZH2 are the two most overexpressed epigenetic regulators in t-NEPC clinical samples and PDXs \[[@bb0010], [@bb0045], [@bb0070]\]. It is known that EZH2 is implicated in t-NEPC development \[[@bb0010], [@bb0075], [@bb0220]\]. Intensive H3K27Me3 covers the coding regions of the *SRRM4* and *SOX2* genes in LNCaP cells and prevents the transcription of these genes. Furthermore, it has been reported that LNCaP cells cultured in an androgen-free neural/neural crest stem medium can redirect the cells into a neural-fate possibly via EZH2-mediated epigenetic reprogramming \[[@bb0225]\], indicating the importance of the tumor microenvironment in regulating tumor cell plasticity \[[@bb0010], [@bb0225], [@bb0230]\]. The DU145 cell line is originally derived from an AdPC metastasis legion to the brain \[[@bb0235]\], suggesting that the neural microenvironment of the cell niche may have altered the epigenome of the DU145 cells to be predisposed to a NE lineage switch. In addition, although both DU145 and PC-3 cells exhibit stem-like phenotypes and properties such as expressions of SC markers and self-renewal capabilities \[[@bb0010], [@bb0240], [@bb0245]\], only the SRRM4-transduced DU145 cells undergo a robust NE differentiation via the activation of a pluripotency gene network containing SOX2. These findings indicate that the DU145 cells possess unique epigenetic features that may contribute to the SRRM4 and SOX2 signaling axis, although the connection between epigenetic factors and the SRRM4-SOX2 axis warrant further investigations.

Currently, there are limited t-NEPC cell and xenograft models that can be utilized to efficiently manipulate signaling pathways and study molecular mechanisms of t-NEPC development. The only NEPC cell line, NCI-H660, is very difficult to be transfected or transduced by lentivirus and has a doubling time of \>100 h \[[@bb0250]\]. More importantly, it is unclear whether this cell line was derived from AdPC cells or primary NEPC cells. The five newly developed LnNE xenografts, replicate the prolonged transition process of AdPC progression to t-NEPC in an in vivo environment \[[@bb0100]\]. However, compared to the LnNE model, the DuNE model has several advantages. The DuNE cell model develops into xenografts faster than the LnNE model and exhibits more dramatic changes in LE and NE marker expressions. Additionally, the DuNE model is AR- and PSA-negative, TP53- and RB1-null, exhibits striking neuronal-like morphologies, and mimics the molecular signatures of a subset of clinical t-NEPC (i.e. small-cell prostatic carcinoma) that present stem-like characteristics as previously demonstrated \[[@bb0010], [@bb0255], [@bb0260]\]. Moreover, plasmid transfection efficiency can be achieved as high as 80%, and these cells have a doubling time of \~15--20 h in 2D-conditions. DuNE cells can be adapted into 3D-culture formats (such as petri dishes and hanging-drop systems) and studied as xenografts in immunocompromised mice, all systems of which are suitable for high throughout drug screening.

In summary, our study reports a novel SRRM4-driven mechanism underlying lineage plasticity where lineage switching is primarily mediated by a pluripotency network including SOX2, a key regulator of dedifferentiation and neural lineage-specific fate. Furthermore, the newly established DuNE model can also serve as a useful t-NEPC model to study the complexity of AdPC progression to t-NEPC.
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Supplementary material: Fig. S1 Validation of SRRM4 expressions in the SRRM4-transduced stable cell and xenograft models. Lentiviral transduction to create SRRM4-overexpressing stable lines in hTERT-Myo, RWPE-1, WPMY-1, BPH-1, DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 parental cells were validated by (a) Western blot and real-time qPCR. Anti-flag antibody was used to detect against exogenous SRRM4 and anti-vinculin antibody was used to detect the loading control, vinculin. This validation was repeated three times, and only one representative repeat is presented. All results are presented as the mean ± SEM. (b) DU145, PC-3, LNCaP, and 22Rv1 stable cell lines overexpressing SRRM4 or its respective control cells were inoculated in bilateral flanks subcutaneously in 6--8-week-old nude mice. Tumors were harvested, fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde, paraffin embedded, and cut for RNA in situ hybridization using an anti-sense probe to detect against SRRM4 mRNA. Scale bars represents 100 μm.Fig. S2 SRRM4 induces stem cell differentiation and neural fate factors in DU145 cells. GSEA enrichment plots shows the correlations of the DU145(SRRM4), DuNE, vs DU145(Ctrl) dataset (*n* = 6033) with the GSEA gene sets in the 'lineage plasticity' subgroup from subfigure 4a. Thirteen stem cell marker or stem cell-related genes were selected from the leading-edge groups associated with the DuNE phenotype in the three GSEA enrichment plots to validate in subfigure 4C. GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; GO, gene ontology; NES, normalized enrichment score; FDR, false discovery rate.Fig. S3 *SOX2* and *AR* are negatively correlated in CRPC cohorts. (a-b) Pearson\'s *r* correlation coefficient between *SOX2* and *AR* expressions obtained from GEMMs by Ku et al. (2017) (a), and human CRPC cohorts by Beltran et al. (2016), Robinson et al. (2015), Kumar et al. (2016), and Varambally et al. (2005) (b) are shown. GEMMs, genetically engineered mouse models; CRPC, castration-resistant prostate cancer.Fig. S4 *SRRM4* and *SOX2* are positively correlated in CRPC cohorts. Pearson\'s *r* correlation coefficient between *SRRM4* and *SOX2* expressions obtained from human CRPC cohorts by Beltran et al. (2016), Robinson et al. (2015), Kumar et al. (2016), and Varambally et al. (2005) are shown. CRPC, castration resistant prostate cancer.Image 1
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